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A half-smile frozen on her face, Dina McGreevey occasionally reached for her husband?s hand during his coming 
out speech. Her husband of nearly four years, Patrick McGreevey, the governor of New Jersey, looked out at the 
assembled audience and rattled off a series of potentially marriage-ending confessions: he is gay, he had an 
extramarital affair with a man, and the consequences of his actions leave him unable to govern.  
   
The governor?s dalliance ? involving a hidden sexual orientation, ill-gotten political appointments and even 
extortion ? is at once, a personal tragedy and a public spectacle. Like so many political spouses before her, Mrs. 
McGreevey was torn by her dual roles as politician?s wife and wronged woman. Her presence and smile at the 
press conference were likely the culmination of every compromise she made to his job -- their job -- throughout 
their marriage.  
   
The governor?s polite resignation recalls the cautionary tale of politics told in the old boys network that ran them 
for so long ? the only sure way to end a political career is getting caught in bed with a dead girl or a live boy. 
The bragging admonition, attributed to a number of southern pols, from Huey Long and Edwin Edwards, left out 
the ?why? ? which may just be because not even a driven political wife will stand up for you in that kind of 
scandal.   
   
But then, Mrs. McGreeey did just that ? she stood by her husband, lending her private struggles to the very 
public spectacle that political spousing rules fair play.    
   
The Ever-Smiling Political Wife  
                 
If you?re looking for an exhausting job, that pays no money but delivers seemingly endless demands, long hours 
and relentless criticism, consider marrying into it. Contrary to style page conjecture, it takes more than colorful 
pantsuits and a personal, yet vanilla cause du Jour to be a successful political wife at the national level. You?ll 
need a very thick skin, an ability to smile no matter the amount of personal pain and turmoil, and an 
uncomplicated answer to every question.  
   
America?s relationship with our first ladies of politics is as complicated and conflicted as the way our culture 
defines women overall.  Ideally well spoken and professionally driven, she must also play a dedicated wife and 
mother, placing her own career and interests behind that of her family. It?s a contradiction made in America: be 
strong and nurturing; independent yet compliant; traditional and feminist; have a cause, but treat it like a 
hobby.  
   
Stranger still, perhaps, the political wife is expected to stand by her man.  
   
In October 2001, Carolyn Condit stood in front of 600 strangers and proclaimed, ?I?m behind Gary 100 percent 
and I hope you will be, too.?  Nevermind that her husband, Rep. Gary Condit (D-Calif.), had admitted to a 
sexual relationship with Chandra Levy who had then been missing for six months and would later be found dead.  
   
Many said that Hillary Rodham Clinton was among the last to know about the extent of her husband?s infidelity. 
Just days before President Bill Clinton?s announcement that he?d had an ?inappropriate relationship? with 
Monica Lewinsky, the First Lady?s office was still denying any hint of an affair.  
   
No other American woman ever endured the most private of betrayals in such a public way. From the interviews 
and incensed comments to watching on television as her husband told the world, "I misled people, including 
even my wife.?   
   
Whether too proud, too ambitious or too dedicated, she kept her pain to herself, stepping back from the public 
view, perhaps, but supporting her husband when necessary. And, despite her own investment in their shared 
political career, Clinton kept her ambitions quiet when commenting on why she would stay in the marriage ? 
citing instead her commitment to her daughter, to forgiveness, to family.  
   
Even Eleanor Roosevelt, trailblazer for activist first ladies, suppressed her private struggles to offer the public a 
warm, smiling image during her husband?s very overt affairs. And history has applauded for it.    
   
Feminists Vote for Women and Bachelors  
   
During the dog days of the Clinton/Lewinsky saga, a pundit observed that we?ll know women have achieved 
equality when male politicians are all bachelors.  From being asked to serve tea and smile quietly at photo ops to 
being pressured to engender causes from their most personal and intimate secrets (Betty Ford?s addictions, 
Tipper Gore?s depression), the ?women behind the men,? have been asked to abandon themselves in deference 
to a role ?we? ? the public - are comfortable with for the entirety of their spouse?s political careers. They are 



less public people than part of a public image, asked to put their lives and emotions on hold to deliver a family 
dynamic to The Candidate.  
   
Occasionally though, America?s political wives break out of the mold and exact a bit of revenge on their 
philandering husbands. Most memorably, perhaps, was Donna Hanover, the then first lady of New York. In the 
Spring of 2000, her husband, New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani, had admitted to having a ?very good friend? and 
announced the end of his marriage with Hanover.    
   
A week later, she stood proudly in front of Gracie Mansion and began a very memorable press conference, "I had 
hoped that we could keep this marriage together." Hanover went on to confirm all the gossip about her 
husband's extracurricular love life, saying that he had first been involved with a staff member and then another 
woman.  
   
Former congresswoman Patricia Schroeder, said Hanover's announcement was at once impulsive and "a human 
reaction that any of us would have." After seven years of keeping quiet, Hanover indulged in an honest 
response, brimming with a taste of the hurt and embarrassment she must have really been feeling.   
   
Like a Natural Woman  
   
There is an inhumanity to political spousing. Surely, no one should be expected to stand up and smile in the face 
of what must be utter personal misery. Handlers ? political operatives who specialize in putting the public face on 
the very human men and women who represent us ? prop the political spouses up to put on a show of 
forgiveness or strength. What they actually display is cruelty.  
   
Do we expect these politicians and their families to live ideal lives so that we don?t have to? Do we imagine their 
world is real? What possible good is there in this ?all forgiving? stage show ? doesn?t it simply condone all the 
things our sullen candidates are supposedly apologizing for?  
   
Ms. McGreevey, one thing is certain, you don?t owe your husband?s constituents a public smile. Let us at least 
return to you your privacy. There is a natural process to grieving, to healing, to choosing to forgive or to move 
on ? a natural process that TV cameras and rapt gossipers have no role in.  
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